With the continuous decreasing of oil resources and the growing of tail gas pollution, more and more countries began to attach importance to the new energy vehicles, especially the application of electric vehicles (EVs). Battery technology is one of the key technologies of electric vehicle (EV) development, which the advancement and maturity influence the industrialization of EVs directly. Based on the data of the patent application on the EVs battery technology, this paper intends to analyze from the overall trend of the patent, distribution of the patent type, multidisciplinary technology system, and the cooperation of research and development (R&D), etc. Then results show that the main future trend is the lithium ion battery; the breakthrough of this area relies on the integration of interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary; and it is necessary to strengthen the R&D cooperation with the policy support of the government.
Introduction
With the increasing of the car, fuel consumption and exhaust gas pollution is becoming more and more serious. In the foreseeable conditions of technology, the trend of EVs is inevitable. Yudong Tian of SJTU (2003) elaborated the comparison of the technical level of the fuel cell in domestic and abroad, and analysed the future development trend of EVs in China [1] .Ying Wang (2007) proposed the EV of miniaturization and of the thought of low performance development, and discussed the feasibility of micro EV, from the angle of technology, power consumption, cost optimization [2] . Xiang Zhang (2010) analysed the pure EVs; hybrid EV and fuel-cell vehicle distribution, the number of patent countries new energy patent distribution from Saic group co., LTD. Commercial vehicle technology centre [3] . But its analysis mainly aimed at the EV specific technical areas, which is lacking of the overall understanding and R&D trend analysis.
Therefore, based on the relevant data collected from the patent of EV battery, this paper tries to build a systematic analysis of the development condition and trend of battery technology.
Conceptual framework

The battery of vehicle
From the strategic objectives of the world's automotive industry, EVs have been generally established as an important way to ensure energy security and to the transformation of low carbon economy. [4] . Battery is the power source of EVs, and energy storage devices, the battery system is the core components of EVs. The advanced and mature degree determines the cost and endurance mileage of EVs, which is also the key to compete with traditional fuel vehicles. Therefore, whether to the exploit the cost-effective power battery has a crucial impact on the development of EV industry.
The application in EV energy storage technology is mainly electrochemical energy storage technology, such as Lead-Acid, Nickel Cadmium, Nickel-Metal Hydride, Lithium Ion, Sodium Sulfur battery energy storage technology, etc.
[5] Figure 1 clearly shows the basic performance of Lead-Acid batteries, NickelMetal Hydride Ni-MH batteries and Lithium Ion batteries (Lithium Ion batteries and Lithium Polymer batteries),such as energy, power, safety and so on.
[6]By comparison, it can be found that there is still no one kind of battery technology occupied the dominant position of the performance of each aspect, it explains why these different types of batteries are coexist in the application of EV, it's also the reason for various of defects of battery technology in different extent, which leads to the restrict of the development of EVs and falls behind large-scale industrialization. 
Structure
This paper is focus on the R&D trend of battery technology, which is the core component of the EV. On the basis of relevant patent data of EV battery, we made a detailed analysis on EV battery technology, the specific structure is in figure 2.
